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ABSTRACT      

Compact Astronomical Low-frequency, Low-cost Instrument for Spectroscopy in Transportable 

Observatories (CALLISTO) is a global network of spectrometer system with the purpose to observe 

the Sun’s activities. There are 25 stations that are used for this purpose. Radio Frequency Interference 

(RFI) is a major obstacle when performing observation with CALLISTO. We have confirmed at least 

2 stations out of 10 stations with a complete overview spectral (OVS) made available to us showed 

clear detection of these consistent types of RFI for each specific region. In Malaysia, these RFI are 

also clearly detected. The major RFI affecting CALLISTO within radio astronomical windows below 

1 GHz are local electronic system specifically radio navigation (at 73.1 MHz and 75.2 MHz), 

broadcasting (at (i) 151 MHz, (ii) 151.8 MHz and 152 MHz), aeronautical navigation (at (i) 245.5 

MHz, (ii) 248.7 MHz and (iii) 249 MHz and fixed mobile at (i) 605 MHz, (ii) 608.3 MHz, (iii) 612.2 

MHz, (iv) 613.3 MHz). It is obviously showed that all sites within this region are free from 

interference at 320-330 MHz and is the best specific region to be considered for solar burst 

monitoring. We also investigate the effect of RFI on detection of solar burst. We have considered type 

III solar bursts on 9
th
 March 2012 in order to measure the percentage of RFI level during the solar 

burst. The RFI level is as low as 6.512 % to 80.769 % above solar burst detection.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION       

             

 The CALLISTO (Compound Astronomical Low cost Low frequency Instrument for 

Spectroscopy and Transportable Observatory) was considered as a global network of 

spectrometer system with the purpose to observe the Sun’s activities located in different 
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regions of the Earth [1]. The spectrograph is a new concept for solar radio spectrographs, 

designed by ETH Zurich [2]. ETH Zurich has developed a number of solar radio 

spectrometers since 1980s [3,4]. It is planned to carry out co-ordinated radio spectral 

observations of the solar corona from various locations around the world during the 

International Heliophysical Year 2007 [5]. Up to date, within five years there are 25 stations 

that are used for this purpose. The network consists of a number of spectrometers located 

around the globe, and designed to monitor solar radio emission in the meter and decametre 

bands [6]. This is important because radio waves at the meter and decimeter waves can be 

used as a diagnostics of the solar processes [7]. Meanwhile, solar space weather events like 

coronal mass ejections and solar flares are usually accompanied by solar radio bursts, which 

can be used for a low-cost real-time space weather monitoring [8]. Unfortunately, the flux 

density of low-frequency radio bursts has rarely been observed over a large range of 

frequency [9]. Therefore study in this region is important. It is believed that numerous bursts 

observed in space commence below 10 MHz, sometimes below 1 MHz [10]. Ideally, radio 

signals are characterized by complex variability patterns including both non-stationarities and 

non-linearities [11]. The solar active region provides nonlinear electron acceleration or 

injection processes and the properties of the complex ambient coronal structures [12]. In 

Malaysia, the study of solar burst is just in beginning phase. Malaysia become as a 19
th

 host 

station for this project. We make an effort by joining e-CALLISTO research network. This 

data is retrieved automatically from currently 21 sites. Here, we possible to monitor Sun’s 

activities within 12 hours throughout a year [13,14]. Daily observing period is starting from 

11:30 to 23:30 UT. Generally, the main objective of this research is to observe the solar radio 

spectrum for 24 hours per day through all the year.  

However, an increasing use of technologies, especially in wireless system as a mode of 

communication require us to monitor RFI that might affect solar signal detection in radio 

region. Man-made radio signals occur throughout the radio spectrum, are variable in time and 

frequency, and can be strong enough to be detected in the far-out side lobes of the antenna 

primary beam response [15]. RFI presents a significant limitation on the ability to detect and 

characterize pulsed emission [16]. This is an issue that needs to be concerned. To solve this 

problem, a wide range of methods for identification and mitigation of RFI has been 

considered [17] including post-correlation matrix projection methods [18,19], blanking [20]) 

and coherent subtraction [21]. Therefore, in this work, we presented the initial results of a 

spectral overview of selected sites and compare with our site [22]. We provide these details of 

the interference sources to as a plan to choose the best data at certain region [23-38].  

 

 

2.  II. METHODOLOGY AND DATA ANALYSIS 

 

CALLISTO spectrometer is a programmable heterodyne receiver which has been setup 

at the National Space Centre; Selangor on 22nd February 2012 is a valuable new tool location 

for monitoring solar activity and ideal for space weather research. We used a log periodic 

dipole antenna (LPDA) directly connected via low loss coaxial cable to the CALLISTO 

spectrometer. By constructing and understanding the principle of the log dipole periodic 

antenna and then connect it to the CALLISTO spectrometer as receiver, some solar activities 

observations such as solar flares and Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) can be done [23-25]. 

The antenna has a boom length of 5.45 meter and covers the range from 45 MHz till 870 MHz 

with gain of about 7 dBi. A low noise preamplifier is connected to maximize the gain more 

than 10 dB compensate for cable loss and to compensate higher noise figure of the receiver of 
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about 9 dB. So far, wideband frequency techniques have focused on optimizing the accuracy 

and dynamic range achievable in the continuous burst by divided it into 15 minutes for each 

image to gain higher resolution of frequency. Each spectrum data file and the tracking log file 

stored by CALLISTO software and tracking software are transferred to the data acquisition 

server to process and display data and the current tracking status in the Space Weather 

Monitoring Laboratory (SWML) in real time. 

 
Table 1. Geographical coordinates of the National Space Centre, Selangor, Malaysia. 

Coordinate Value 

Latitude 3.0833° N 

Longitude 101.5333° E 

Height 150 m 

Local Time GMT + 08h 

 

 

A survey has been done in a day starting from 9.00 am till 17.00 pm on 21
st 

of February 

2012. We also compare the RFI signal from our site with Thailand observatory as a part of our 

research [26]. Measurement of the quiet sun is called ON-source while the measurement away 

from the sun is called the OFF - source. We then identified the continuous signal of frequency 

responses from the spectrum analyzer. Data will be transferred to a computer for further 

analysis. Objectively, this measurement involves technical basis to decide how to continue 

concerning spectroscopic measurements below 870 MHz. Detailed analyses also revealed the 

interference sources that caused an interruption of solar signal. In order to achieve a good 

signal of the Sun with high signal to noise ratio (SNR), it is necessary to recognize the range 

of minimum interference. We need to identify the signal sources, we then compared with the 

reference of frequency allocation of the International Telecommunication (ITU) and 

Malaysian Communication and Multimedia Commission (MCMC) as well. 

 

 

3.  RESULTS AND ANALYSIS  

 

Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) is a major obstacle when performing observations 

with CALLISTO [27]. In order to study in detail the effect of RFI in solar monitoring, we 

divided the selected frequency into six subsections to investigate in details application of 

technologies at specific frequencies. At the same time, we can select the best site that possible 

gives a good solar burst data. This is very important because it is not easy to eliminate a 

dominant and strong signal if the burst is occurring in that particular region. Table 1 shows 

the RFI affects CALLISTO within radio astronomical windows. The entire set of observations 

is taken from different sites of CALLISTO network. Here, we focused on specific frequencies 

to observe any interference sources that possibly obstruct the Sun’s signal. We are now in the 

process of analyzing an RFI in solar burst. The observations performed on 9th March 2012 at 

4.24 UT. The solar burst type III is detected with a fine structure as illustrated in Figure 1. 

Some site show quite clearly a type III radio burst; however, there are also other signals in the 

spectra. 
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Figure 1. Solar burst type III  detected at all sites from e-Callisto network on 9th March 2012 at 4.24 

UT. Figure: Solar burst type IV detected at (i) Almaty, Kazasthan (ii) Kasi, Korea (iii) MRT1, 

Mauritius, (iv) MRT2, Mauritius (v) MRT3, Mauritius (vi) Ooty, India (vii) SSRT (viii) Angkasa, 

Malaysia. 
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Not all sites can observe this burst due to the visibility of the sun above horizon period 

of observations factor. Therefore, different places are important to confirm and select a best 

data. Furthermore, we should accept that radio frequency measurements are almost always 

subject to some level of radio frequency interference (RFI) under background noise. At the 

first stage of calibration, we have subtracted the background signal from the CALLISTO data 

by using RAPP software. The entire CALLISTO system runs automatically, producing a daily 

report of the site events and coincidence detections. Data acquisition and all other activities at 

each site are controlled by a standard computer. Each 15 minutes, the previous data are 

uploaded to the workstation where they are processed and archived. 

It must be emphasized that there are different types of interference unpredictable, well-

known interference, permanently and non-permanently RFI [28]. From the present data one 

may derive several predictions. Based on the spectral overview, a lot of military satellites 

were detected between 190 MHz and 270 MHz. The signals are thought to be due to a local 

oscillator at 296 MHz. Several bands of spectral ranges are almost free from interferences. 

We can clearly observe that in the range of 300 MHz till 400 MHz, this part of the spectrum is 

very clean and undisturbed. In addition, we can also use the range from 250 till 270 MHz, 

although there is a moderate interference. All reserved frequencies are still free from 

interference. Unfortunately, most of the strong and fluctuate interferences are home made by 

local electronic devices and local oscillators and clearly been seen from 85 MHz till 150 

MHz. However, it would be difficult or impossible to eliminate it completely. Due to the 

results, three frequency ranges can be identified for useful astronomical observations (i) 

between 45 MHz and 80 MHz (ii) between 240 MHz and 380 MHz and (iii) between 780 

MHz and 850 MHz. 

 

 

4.  CONCLUSIONS         

         

Investigation on the role of interference caused by human made technologies at low 

frequency region 45-870 MHz has been discussed. Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) gives 

a great impact in in solar radio astronomical field. The cross modulation of signal received by 

using a log periodic dipole antenna or a telescope with human-made technologies signal will 

influence the significant data. However, the radio frequency interference region could be 

identified by setting up a RF interference survey at the chosen location.We can conclude that 

Ooty, India is the best site to observe solar monitoring. Nevertheless, other sites also could be 

possible to detect the best time of solar events. The e-CALLISTO network is growing with 

potential solar burst candidate data. One should not neglect is that Malaysia can be possibly 

become a good site for solar monitoring due to 12 hours monitoring. This indicates a good 

percentage of continuums bursts that last for a few hours to days. However, the effort of 

minimizing the interference needs to be done, so that we would be able to obtain reliable and 

significant solar burst data. 

It is hope that by studying the RFI in solar monitoring at low frequency from e-

CALLISTO network data, we could possibly choose the best solar burst data for analysis. 

This analysis would be possible to help others to choose a data that have minimum or without 

RFI at certain region of frequency from different sites. This is one of the initial results that 

need to be extended for future. Yet, it might possible that there will be an increasing of quality 

data by improving the CALLISTO configuration system itself (larger antenna with smaller 

main beam) or by solving the method to reduce the interference technically.  
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